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I.  INTRODUCTION 1 

 2 

Q. Please state your name and business address. 3 

A. My name is Qin Liu, and I am employed by Illinois Commerce Commission.  My 4 

business address is 160 N LaSalle, suite C-800, Illinois, Chicago, IL 60601. 5 

 6 

Q. Please describe your education background. 7 

A. I received a Ph.D degree in economics from Northwestern University, a Master degree in 8 

economics from University of Alberta in Canada and a B.A. degree in mathematics from 9 

PR. China.   10 

 11 

Q. Have you testified before the Commission? 12 

A. Yes, I have testified before the Commission in numerous proceedings. 13 

 14 

Q. What is the purpose of your testimony? 15 

A. The purpose of my testimony is to review language changes in certain tariffs as 16 

proposed by Commonwealth Edison Company (―ComEd‖ or the ―Company‖) and to 17 

review certain charges and fees, as proposed by the Company, in its General Terms and 18 

Conditions. 19 

 20 

II. BUNDLED ELECTRIC SERVICE TARIFFS 21 

 22 

Q. What are the bundled electric services offerings provisioned by the Company?  23 

A. Bundled electric service is the provisioning of electric service to retail electric customers.  24 

It includes procurement of electric supply, including the associated transmission 25 
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services, delivery of the electric supply to its customer and metering and billing of such 26 

services.  Unlike the Company‘s unbundled service offerings (e.g., Rider PPO-MVM1 27 

with Rate RDS), all components of a bundled service must be provisioned by the 28 

Company.  Alternatively, no component of the bundled service (such as metering) may 29 

be provisioned by a third party.2  The Company currently offers six (6) bundled electric 30 

service tariffs based on customers‘ supply group designation with the exception of BES-31 

RR: 32 

 (1) Rate BES-R: Basic Electric Service – Residential,  33 

 (2) Rate BES-NRB: Basic Electric Service – Nonresidential (Blended), 34 

 (3) Rate BES-NRA: Electric Service – Nonresidential (Annual), 35 

 (4) Rate BES-H: Basic Electric Service – Hourly Energy Pricing, 36 

 (5) Rate BES-L: Basic Electric Service – Lighting, 37 

 (6) Rate BES-RR: Basic Electric Service – Railroad. 38 

 39 

 BES-R is offered to any retail customers to which Residential Customer Group is 40 

applicable.3   BES-NRB is offered to retail customers to which any of the following three 41 

(3) customer supply groups is applicable: 42 

  Watt-Hour Customer Group, 43 

  Small Load Customer Group, 44 

  Medium Load Customer Group.4    45 

                                                           
1
 PPO-MVM is an unbundled electric supply service tariff and offered to nonresidential customers to 

which a nonresidential customer supply group other than the Self-Generating and Competitively Declared 

supply groups is applicable.  It can be used in conjunction with unbundled retail delivery service (Rate 

RDS) for the provision of electric service. 

2
 See the Bundled Electric Service subsection of Nature of Service section of the General Terms and 

Conditions (―GT&C‖) of the Company‘s Schedule of Rates. 

3
 ―Residential Customer Group‖ is a supply group, not a delivery class, designation.  It is defined in the 

Supply Groups subsection of the Retail Customer Categorization section of GT&C. 
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 Retail customers in the Watt-Hour and Small Load supply groups are small electricity 46 

users, with an average monthly usage less than 500 kilowatt-hours (―kWh‖) and 4,500 47 

kWh, respectively.5  Retail customers in the Medium Load supply group have a peak 48 

demand exceeding 100 kilowatts (―kW‖) but not greater than 400 kW and an average 49 

monthly usage around 50,000 kWh.6  As a result of recent enactment of Illinois Public 50 

Act 95-0481 (―PA 95-0481‖) and Commission Order in ICC Docket No. 07-0478, it 51 

appears that there no longer exist any retail customers to which the Medium Load supply 52 

group is applicable.7  That is, the Medium Load supply group is an empty group, with no 53 

eligible customers.  As a result, Rate BES-NRB is in all practicality only offered to retail 54 

customers in Watt-Hour and Small Load supply groups, but no longer offered to any 55 

nonresidential retail customers with demand exceeding 100 kW but not greater than 400 56 

kW, except under the phase-out provision of section 16-113(b) of the Public Utilities Act 57 

(―PUA‖).8 58 

 59 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
4
 These three customer groups are supply group designations, and are defined in the Supply Groups 

subsection of the Retail Customer Categorization section of GT&C.  

5
 This is based on the annual usage and customer number information for the twelve (12) months ending 

December 2006 in ComEd Ex 13.1 Schedule 2a. 

6
 See Footnote 5. 

7
 PA 95-0481 amends section 16-113 of the Public Utilities Act (―PUA‖).  Section 16-113(g), in conjunction 

with the Commission Order in ICC Docket No. 07-0478, declare retail customers with peak demand 

exceeding 100 kW but not greater than 400 kW competitive. 

8
 Under the phase-out provision of section 16-113(b) of the PUA, customers declared competitive 

pursuant to section 16-113(g) and the Commission Order in ICC Docket No. 07-0478 may continue to 

take service under Rate BES-NRB through the end of May 2010 provided that they were taking the fixed 

price bundled service on the effective date of section 16-113 (i.e., August 28, 2007). 
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 Retail customers in the lighting sector are eligible to take bundled service under BES-L.  60 

Lighting customers are also relatively small customers, with an average monthly usage 61 

less than 14,000 kWh.9 62 

 63 

 In contrast to bundled service tariffs Rate BES-NRB and Rate BES-L, bundled service 64 

tariff Rate BES-NRA is offered to relatively large nonresidential electricity users, i.e., 65 

customers in the Large Load and Very Large Load supply groups.   These customers 66 

have a peak demand greater than 400 kW and an average monthly electricity usage 67 

above 190,000 kWh.10 Similar to the case of Medium Load supply group, it appears that, 68 

as a result of the recent enactment of PA 95-0481, there no longer exist any retail 69 

customers to which either the Large Load or Very Large Load supply group is applicable 70 

— i.e., the Large Load and Very Large Load supply groups are empty, with no eligible 71 

customers.11  In other words, Rate BES-NRA is in all practicality offered to no 72 

customers, except under the phase-out provision of section 16-113(b) of the PUA.12 73 

  74 

 Note that tariffs Rate BES-R, Rate BES-NRB, Rate BES-NRA and Rate BES-L only 75 

have ―fixed energy pricing‖ provisions.13  Thus, services under these bundled tariffs are 76 

                                                           
9
 This is based on the annual usage and customer number information for the twelve (12) months ending 

December 2006 in ComEd Ex 13.1 Schedule 2a. 

10
 See Footnote 9. 

11
 Section 16-113(f) of the PUA declares nonresidential retail customers with demand exceeding 400 kW 

competitive, effective August 28, 2007. 

12
 Under the phase-out provision of section 16-113(b) of the PUA, customers declared competitive under 

section 16-113(f) may continue to take service under Rate BES-NRA through the end of May 2008 

provided that they were taking this fixed-price bundled service on August 28, 2007. 

13
 ―Fixed Energy Pricing‖ means the energy supply charge does not change from hour to hour.  But it may 

vary from season to season (i.e., from summer months to non-summer months) or from peak hour to non-

peak hour. 
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provisioned under fixed energy pricing provisions, not hourly energy pricing provisions.  77 

In particular, supply charges under the provisions of Rate BES-R, Rate BES-NRB and 78 

Rate BES-L only vary from summer to non-summer seasons.  Supply charges under the 79 

provisions of Rate BES-NRA vary from summer to non-summer seasons as well as from 80 

peak to nonpeak hour. 81 

  82 

 Bundled service tariff Rate BES-RR, however, has both a fixed (CPP-A) pricing provision 83 

and an hourly (CPP-H) pricing provision.  Technically, BES-RR is offered to a specific 84 

set of railroad customers — Northeast Illinois Regional Commuter Railroad (―Metra‖) and 85 

Chicago Transit Authority (―CTA‖) — provided that the customer is not declared 86 

competitive.14  Practically speaking, BES-RR is no longer offered to either of the railroad 87 

customers, as both are declared competitive pursuant to PA 95-0481.15 Thus, going 88 

forward railroad customers have to take service under the provisions of Rate BES-H or 89 

take service from an alternative Retail Electric Supplier, or RES, (for electric supply) in 90 

conjunction with delivery service under Rate RDS, except under the phase-out provision 91 

of section 16-113(b) of the PUA.16   92 

  93 

 Finally, bundled service Rate BES-H only has an hourly energy pricing provision.  94 

Energy supply charges under BES-H vary from hour to hour.   The bundled service Rate 95 

BES-H is offered to all retail customers.  For a retail customer to which either the Self-96 

                                                           
14

  See the Applicability section of Rate BES-RR. 

15
 See section 16-113(f) of the PUA and see also the Company Responses to Metra 2.02 and CTA 3.01, 

which state that Metra and CTA have been declared competitive pursuant to PA 95-0481 (or section 16-

113(f)). 

16
 Under the phase-out provision of section 16-113(b) of the PUA, a railroad customer, which is declared 

competitive under section 16-113(f), may continue to take service under Rate BES-RR with CPP-A pricing 

provision through the end of May 2008 provided that it was taking this fixed-price bundled service on 

August 28, 2007. 
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Generating or Competitively Declared supply group is applicable, Rate BES-H is the only 97 

bundled service offered by the Company.17    98 

 99 

Q. Please describe general charges under these bundled service offerings 100 

A. As noted above, the Company provisions all components of a bundled service, including 101 

procurement of electric supply and delivery of such electric supply to retail electric 102 

customers.  Generally speaking, there are three categories of charges applicable under 103 

a bundled service tariff: (1) charges for delivery components of the bundled service, (2) 104 

supply related charges (Supply Administration Charge, Transmission Charge and 105 

Energy Supply Charge), and (3) other miscellaneous charges.  106 

 107 

 The rates for the delivery components of the bundled service are subject to the pricing 108 

provision of Rate RDS.  Charges for delivery services — Customer Charge, Standard 109 

Metering Service Charge and Distribution Facilities Charge — are as provided in Rate 110 

RDS for the delivery class applicable to the customer.    111 

  112 

 The miscellaneous charges include charges such as non-standard services charges and 113 

late payment charges, and other charges provided under the General Terms and 114 

Conditions of the Company‘s Schedule of Rates. 115 

 116 

Q. Please briefly describe the Company’s transmission service charges under its 117 

bundled service tariffs.  118 

                                                           
17

 Note that Self-Generating and Competitively Declared Customer Groups are not eligible to have their 

electric supply procured by the Company on an unbundled basis under Rider PPO-MVM.  Therefore, 

Rate BES-H is the only tariff under which the Company procures electric supply for a customer to which 

either the Self-Generating or Competitively Declared supply group is applicable. 
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A. First I note that transmission service charges are determined pursuant to the applicable 119 

tariffs filed with the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (―FERC‖), outside this 120 

proceeding.  Transmission service charges are provided on a dollar per kWh basis and 121 

applied to each kWh provided to the retail electric customer.  Transmission service 122 

charge varies with the manner in which the Company procures electric supply for the 123 

retail customer.  Transmission charge TSCCPP (= $0.415 per kWh) applies to a retail 124 

customer for which the Company procures ―full requirements‖ electric supply,18 as 125 

opposed to directly procured electric supply.19   Transmission charge TSCDP (= $0.739 126 

per kWh) applies to a retail customer for which the Company procures electric supply 127 

directly from the PJM administered market (i.e., directly procured electric supply).20  128 

 129 

The Company does not procure electric supply directly from the PJM administered 130 

market for customers taking services under bundled service tariffs with fixed energy 131 

pricing provisions.  Rather, it procures full requirements electric supply for such 132 

customers.  As noted above, Rate BES-R, Rate BES-NRB, Rate BES-NRA, and Rate 133 

BES-L do not have an hourly energy pricing provision.   Customers taking services 134 

under any of these four bundled tariffs are subject to a transmission charge of TSCCPP = 135 

$0.415 per kWh.    Bundled service Rate BES-RR, however, has a fixed price provision 136 

as well as an hourly energy pricing provision.  Customers taking service under Rate 137 

                                                           
18

 ComEd provides either ―full requirements‖ electric supply or ―directly procured‖ electric supply to its 

retail customers.  ―Full requirements‖ electric supply is defined in the GT&C as ―all the component 

services the Company requires to meet retail customer instantaneous electric power and energy 

requirements at any given time under the Company‘s tariffs, as applicable, applicable tariffs on file with 

the FERC, and other applicable law.‖  See the Definitions section of the GT&C.   

19
 The transmission service charge for retail customers for which the Company procures full requirements 

electric supply, TSCCPP, is contained in Attachment C of Rider TS-CPP. 

20
 The transmission service charge for retail customers for which the Company procures electric supply 

directly from the PJM administered market, TSCDP, is contained in Attachment D of Rider TS-CPP. 
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BES-RR with a fixed energy pricing provision are also subject to a TSCCPP = $0.415 per 138 

kWh. 139 

 140 

For customers taking service under bundled service tariffs with hourly energy pricing 141 

provisions (BES-H or BES-RR with the CPP-H pricing provision), the Company either 142 

provides full requirements electric supply or directly procured electric supply.  Such 143 

customers are subject to a transmission charge of either TSCCPP = $0.415 per kWh or 144 

TSCDP = $0.739 per kWh, depending on the manner in which the Company procures 145 

electric supply for the customers.  146 

 147 

Q. Please describe energy supply charges under the Company’s bundled service 148 

tariffs with fixed energy pricing provisions and the Company proposed changes. 149 

A. While procuring electric supply for customers taking service under bundled service 150 

tariffs, the Company passes the cost of electric supply on to the retail electric customers 151 

through certain mechanism called a pricing prism.21 The applicable rate structure for 152 

supply charges varies depending on whether the retail customer is subject to fixed or 153 

hourly energy pricing. 154 

  155 

 As noted earlier, tariffs Rate BES-R, Rate BES-NRB, Rate BES-NRA and Rate BES-L 156 

only have fixed energy pricing provisions.  Tariff Rate BES-RR has both fixed and hourly 157 

energy pricing provisions.  Under a fixed energy pricing provision, energy supply 158 

charges are provided on a dollar per kWh basis and applied to each kWh of energy 159 

provided to the retail customers.    160 

                                                           
21

 ―Pricing Prism‖ is a set of formula through which procurement costs are allocated across customer 

supply groups.  See Supply Charge Computation section of the Translation to Retail Charges part of 

Rider CPP – Competitive Procurement Process.  
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 161 

 The supply charges associated with fixed energy pricing are provided in the Supply 162 

Charges sections of Rate BES-R, Rate BES-NRB, Rate BES-NRA and Rate BES-RR, 163 

and consist of two components: (1) retail supply charges, which are computed in the 164 

Supply Charge Computation section of the Translation to Retail Charges part of Rider 165 

CPP, and (2) supply related uncollectible factor, which is applied to the retail supply 166 

charges in (1) to adjust for supply related uncollectible. The retail supply charges are 167 

determined outside this proceeding but the uncollectible factors are determined in this 168 

proceeding.  The Company proposed changes to uncollectible factors would result in 169 

changes to supply charges applicable to retail customers.22  170 

 171 

 One of the substantive changes that the Company proposes to the Supply Charges 172 

section of its tariffs BES-R, BES-NRB, BES-NRA, BES-L and BES-RR  is to replace the 173 

uncollectible factors under current tariffs with references to Rider UF Uncollectible 174 

Factors, which contains the Company proposed supply related uncollectible factors.  The 175 

second substantive change proposed by the Company is to remove the last part of the 176 

Supply Charges section of Rate BES-NRB regarding the application of residential 177 

uncollectible factor, instead of nonresidential uncollectible factor, to nonresidential 178 

customer supply groups. 179 

                                                           
22

 Retail supply charges for the six (6) customer supply groups — Residential, Watt-Hour, Small Load, 

Medium Load, Dusk-to-Dawn Lighting and General Lighting — are calculated in accordance with the 

formula in the Supply Charge – CPP Blended Segment subsection of Supply Charge Computation 

section of the Translation to Retail Charges part of Rider CPP.   The supply charges for retail customers 

in these six (6) supply groups are contained in Attachment A of Rider CPP. 

Retail supply charges for Large Load and Very Large Load supply groups and retail supply charges for 

Railroad delivery customers taking service under Rate BES-RR with a fixed energy pricing provision are 

calculated in the Supply Charge – CPP Annual Segment subsection of Supply Charge Computation 

section of the Translation to Retail Charges part of Rider CPP.  The supply charges for these retail 

customers are contained in Attachment B of Rider CPP. 
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 180 

Q. What are your conclusion and recommendation regarding the proposed language 181 

changes to the Supply Charges section of Rate BES-R, Rate BES-NRB, Rate BES-182 

NRA, Rate BES-L and Rate BES-RR?  183 

A. I do not take issue with proposed language changes and recommend that the proposed 184 

language changes be approved for these rates. 185 

  186 

 Q. Please describe supply charges under bundled services tariffs with hourly energy 187 

supply pricing provisions. 188 

A. There are two supply charges under an hourly energy pricing provision: (i) hourly energy 189 

supply charges and (ii) capacity supply charge.  Hourly energy supply charges are 190 

provided on a dollar per kWh basis and applied to each kWh provided to the retail 191 

customers.  Capacity supply charges, on the other hand, are provided on a dollar per 192 

kW-Month (dollar per kW-Day) basis and applied to the retail customers‘ Capacity 193 

Obligation23 (daily highest thirty (30) minute demand).24   194 

 195 

Q. Please discuss the Company proposed changes to the hourly energy supply 196 

charges. 197 

                                                           
23

 ―Capacity Obligation‖ is ―the retail customer‘s share, in kilowatts (kW), of the annual peak electric load 

assigned to the Company by PJM Interconnection, L.L.C. (PJM).  The Capacity Obligation for a retail 

customer is determined by the Company three (3) times each year and is based upon the retail 

customer‘s peak load contribution (PLC), adjusted for PJM assigned capacity and seasonal zonal scaling 

factors, including required reserves.‖  See the Definitions section of the GT&C. 

24
 Capacity supply charge for Self-Generating supply group is provided on a $ per kW-Day basis and 

applied to the highest thirty (30) minutes demand.  Capacity supply charges for other customer supply 

groups are provided on a $ per kW-Month basis and applied to the retail customers‘ Capacity Obligation.  

(See the Capacity Supply Charges section Rate BES-H or Rate BES-RR.) 
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A.  Hourly energy supply charges are provided in the Hourly Energy Supply Charge section 198 

of Rate BES-H and Rate BES-RR.  Hourly energy supply charges are set equal to the 199 

PJM market real time, Locational Marginal Prices (―LMP prices‖), adjusted for electricity 200 

line loss and supply related uncollectible.  The Company proposes three changes to the 201 

Hourly Energy Supply Charges section of Rate BES-H and Rate BES-RR.   202 

 203 

 First, under the current tariff, retail supply charges (LMP prices) are adjusted for a 204 

combined distribution and transmission line loss, with a combined adjustment factor of 205 

1.0675, and adjusted for supply related uncollectible.  Under the Company proposed 206 

tariff, retail supply charges (LMP prices) are adjusted for distribution line loss, not for 207 

transmission line loss, and for supply related uncollectible.25  In short, retail supply 208 

charges (LMP prices) are not adjusted for transmission line loss under the proposed 209 

language as they are under the current tariff.  I note, however, the adjustment factor for 210 

distribution line loss under the Company‘s proposed tariff (one plus DLF) is 1.0649, 211 

slightly lower than the combined distribution and transmission line loss factor of 1.0675 212 

under the Company‘s current tariff.  213 

 214 

 Second, the Company proposes to replace adjustment factors (distribution line loss 215 

adjustment factor and supply related uncollectible adjustment factors) with references to 216 

other parts of the Company‘s tariffs that contain the relevant adjustment factors.26   217 

 218 

                                                           
25

 Distribution Line Loss factors are developed for each customer delivery class as well as for the system 

as whole.   (See ComEd Ex 12.16)  The DLF applied to capacity supply charge and hourly energy supply 

charge is the average system DLF.   

26
 The system average DLF is provided in the System Losses section of the Technical and Operational 

part of Rate RDS, and Uncollectible Factors (UFs) are provided in Rider UF Uncollectible Factors. 
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 Finally, the Company proposes to delete the last part of the Hourly Energy Supply 219 

Charges section regarding the application of distribution line loss factor of 1.0507, 220 

instead of a combined distribution and transmission line loss factor of 1.0675, to the 221 

calculation of hourly energy supply charges.27   222 

 223 

 I note that assessing the appropriateness of the DLF or supply related uncollectible 224 

factors is outside the scope of this testimony. 225 

 226 

Q. What are your conclusions and recommendation for the proposed language 227 

changes to the Hourly Energy Supply Charge section of Rate BES-H and Rate 228 

BES-RR? 229 

A. I do not take issues with any of the proposed changes in tariff languages and 230 

recommend that the proposed language changes be approved for these rates. 231 

 232 

Q. Please discuss the Company proposed changes to the capacity supply charge 233 

section of Rate BES-H and Rate BES-RR. 234 

A. Capacity supply charges are provided in the Capacity Supply Charges section of Rate 235 

BES-H and Rate BES-RR.  Unlike the hourly energy supply charges, the calculation of 236 

supply capacity charge is different for retail customers in the Self-Generating supply 237 

group than it is for customers in other supply groups.  For the latter supply groups, 238 

capacity supply charges are set equal to the Hourly Segment Supply Charge (HSSCM), 239 

adjusted for supply related uncollectible, but not adjusted for transmission or distribution 240 

line loss.  Capacity supply charges for customers in the Self-Generating supply group, in 241 

                                                           
27

 Note that the adjustment factor of 1.0507 is the distribution line loss factor for Very Large and Extra 

Large delivery classes under current tariffs.   The line loss adjustment factor of 1.0675 is the combined 

distribution and transmission line loss factor under current tariffs. 
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contrast, are set equal to Hourly Segment Supply Charge (HSSCD), adjusted for 242 

distribution line loss and transmission line loss as well as adjusted for supply related 243 

uncollectible.  244 

 245 

 The Company proposes three changes to the Capacity Supply Charge section of Rate 246 

BES-H and Rate BES-RR.   First, the Company proposes to replace supply related 247 

uncollectible factors with references to Rider UF Uncollectible Factors, which contains 248 

the Company proposed uncollectible factors.   Second, under the Company‘s current 249 

tariff, HSSCD is adjusted with a combined distribution and transmission line loss factor of 250 

1.0675 to calculate the capacity supply charges for customers in the Self-Generating 251 

supply group.  Under the Company proposed languages, HSSCD is adjusted with a 252 

transmission line loss factor of 1.016 and a distribution line loss factor (one plus DLF) of 253 

1.0649, respectively.28  This is equivalent to applying a combined transmission and 254 

distribution line loss factor of 1.0819.   Third, the Company proposes to replace 255 

distribution adjustment factors with references to the System Losses section of the 256 

Technical and Operational part of Rate RDS, which contains distribution loss factors 257 

(DLFs) for each delivery class as well as the system average DLF. 258 

  259 

Q.  What is your recommendation for the language changes to the Capacity Supply 260 

Charges section of Rate BES-H and Rate BES-RR? 261 

A. I recommend that the language changes be approved for these rates. 262 

 263 

                                                           
28

 The distribution adjustment factor used in the calculation of capacity supply charge for customers in the 

Self-Generating supply group is the system average distribution loss factor, not specific to any delivery 

class. 
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III.  UNBUNDLED RETAIL DELIVERY SERVICE TARIFF 264 

 265 

Q. Please describe and discuss the Company’s proposed language changes to Rate 266 

RDS. 267 

A. The Company does not propose changes to the terms and conditions of Rate RDS.  268 

Instead, its proposed changes are confined to customer rates.  For Customer Charge, 269 

the Company proposes rate increases for all delivery classes, ranging from 9.6% 270 

(Railroad) to 67.1% (Extra Large Load).  For Standard Metering Charge, the Company 271 

proposes rate increase for some delivery classes, ranging from 1.1% (Small Load) to 272 

25.0% (Dusk-to-Dawn and General Lighting), and rate deductions for other delivery 273 

classes, ranging from 8.8% (Large Load) to 79.4% (Extra Large Load).   For Distribution 274 

Facilities Charges, the Company proposes rate increase for all delivery classes, ranging 275 

from 6.4% (Watt-Hour) to 224.8% (High Voltage up to 10 MW).29 276 

 277 

I note that assessing the appropriateness of these rates is outside the scope of this 278 

testimony. 279 

 280 

Q. Has the Company proposed changes to charges or fees other than the base rates 281 

under Rate RDS? 282 

A. Yes.  The Company also proposes a change to Single Bill Credit, which is a credit 283 

provided on a dollar per bill basis and issued to the applicable customers. 284 

 285 

Q. Please describe Single Bill Credit/Rider SBO7 and the Company proposed change 286 

to it. 287 

                                                           
29

 The Company‘s current and proposed rates are included in ComEd Ex. 12.19.  The Company proposed 

rates are developed in ComEd Ex. 12.2. 
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 A. Instead of electing the Company for its electric supply, a retail customer may elect a 288 

RES for its electric supply and elect the Company for the delivery of such electric supply 289 

under Rate RDS.  Such a retail customer has two billing options:  (1) two-bill option and 290 

(2) single bill option.  Under a two-bill option, the customer receives two bills — one from 291 

the Company for charges related to delivery service rendered and the other one from the 292 

RES for power and energy supplied.  Under the single bill option, however, the retail 293 

customer will receive a single bill from the RES for delivery service rendered by the 294 

Company as well as for power and energy supplied by the RES.30    295 

 296 

Billing related costs (i.e., bill issuing and processing) are customer related costs, and are 297 

either recovered from the retail customers through Customer Charge on a dollar per 298 

customer basis (for non-lighting delivery classes), or through Distribution Facilities 299 

Charge on a dollar per kWh basis (for Dusk-to-Dawn and General Lighting delivery 300 

classes) or on a dollar per fixture basis (Fixture-included Lighting delivery class).31  If a 301 

retail customer elects the single bill option, it shall mean cost savings to the Company 302 

resulting from not incurring billing related costs while the Company continues to ‗recover‘ 303 

the billing related costs through Customer Charges or Distribution Facilities Charges.  To 304 

remedy the ―overcharge‖, the Company issues a credit, Single Bill Credit, to retail 305 

customers that elect the single bill option.   306 

 307 

                                                           
30

  A RES is not allowed to provide a single bill option to a retail customer electing split-load supply option 

— i.e., electing to have a portion of its electric needs supplied by a RES and the remaining portion by the 

Company — or to a retail customer who has a past due unpaid balance with the Company.   See Rider 

SBO7 Single Bill Option 2007. 

31
 See the Monthly Charges section of Rat RDS.  See also ComEd Ex. 12.2 for the manners in which 

customer related costs are recovered. 
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The Company‘s proposed single bill credit is equal to the average avoided cost.  308 

Specifically, the single bill credit is set to equal to the embedded cost of ―Bill issue & 309 

Processing‖ divided by the total number of bills issued.32   310 

 311 

Rider SBO7 – Single Bill Option 2007 specifies the terms and conditions under which 312 

alternative electric suppliers may issue bills for the Company‘s delivery service, i.e., 313 

offering a single bill option.  The rate for Single Bill Credit is provided under Rider SBO7 314 

as well as under Rate RDS.  The Company does not propose any changes to the terms 315 

and conditions of Rider SBO7.  However it does propose to reduce the single bill credit 316 

from $0.63 to $0.54.   317 

 318 

Q. What is your recommendation regarding the proposed single bill credit? 319 

A. I do not take issue with the terms and conditions of Rider SBO7, and nor do I take issue 320 

with the logic of the single bill credit calculation.  Based on the Company‘s data that 321 

underlies its calculation for the single bill credit, it appears that the charge is reasonable, 322 

and, I therefore recommend that the proposed credit be approved. 323 

 324 

IV. GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITONS 325 

 326 

Q. Please briefly describe the Company’s proposed changes to the General Terms 327 

and Conditions of the Company’s Schedule of Rates. 328 

A. The Company does not propose changes to the terms and conditions of the GT&C.  Its 329 

proposed changes to GT&C are confined to the following two fees:  330 

(i) the CATV power supply test fee, decreased from $106 to $97.00,   331 

                                                           
32

 See ComEd Ex. 12.4 and ComEd Ex. 13.1 Schedule 2a. 
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(ii) the reconnection fee, increased from $36.00 to $38.00.  332 

 333 

Q. Please describe the CATV power supply test fee and the proposed change to the 334 

fee. 335 

A. For billing purposes, the Company needs to measure or estimate the electric supply 336 

provided to each retail customer.  The Company generally provides metering installation 337 

on customer premises.  Such metering facilities measure the electricity usage (in kWh), 338 

or the maximum thirty (30) minute kilowatts delivered (―MKD‖) (in kW).  These 339 

measurements, in kWh or kW, are used to compute the retail customer‘s monthly bill.   340 

 341 

However, there are situations in which the Company ―provides no metering installation 342 

for the provision of electric service to a nonresidential customer because such retail 343 

customer uses electric service for qualifying Cable TV facilities.‖33   In such a situation, 344 

the Company needs to estimate the retail customer‘s electric usage.  Initial estimates of 345 

electricity usage for such customers are set at ―50% of the nameplate wattage of the 346 

retail customer‘s CATV transformers‖.34  Subsequent estimates of electricity usage are 347 

determined by tests of the CATV facilities conducted by the Company.   The Company 348 

charges the retail customer for each test conducted.35   349 

 350 

The CATV power supply test fee is waived if the test shows that the CATV facilities 351 

require fewer kWh on a monthly basis than being used for billing. 352 

 353 

                                                           
33

 See the Measurement of Energy and Demand subsection of the Billing and Payment section of GT&C. 

34
 See Footnote 33. 

35
 See Footnote 33. 
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The Company‘s proposed fee for CATV power supply testing is developed in ComEd Ex 354 

12.10.  Based on ComEd Ex 12.10, the labor resource required for conducting such a 355 

test is estimated to be one (1) Principal Engineer hour.  The average direct hourly labor 356 

rate applicable to such a Principal Engineer conducting such a CATV test is $26.44.  357 

Thus, the estimated direct labor cost of conducting a CATV test is $26.44. The proposed 358 

CATV test cost of $97.28 is calculated by adding other costs such as expenses 359 

associated with conducting such a test (e.g., travel, meals, material, etc.), department 360 

overhead, payroll tax, employee benefits, and other indirect labor costs and common 361 

indirect costs, etc., to the direct labor cost of $26.44. 362 

 363 

The Company proposes to set its CATV power supply test fee at cost (with rounding), 364 

i.e., $97.00.  This means that the Company is proposing to reduce its CATV power 365 

supply test fee from $106.00 to $97.00. 366 

 367 

The calculation of CATV test cost appears to be logical.  However, assessing the 368 

appropriateness of individual costing factors underlying the calculation (e.g., department 369 

overhead costing factor of 49.78%, indirect labor costing factor of 46.8%, etc.) is outside 370 

the scope of this testimony.    371 

 372 

Q. What is your recommendation for the CATV power supply testing fee? 373 

A. I recommend that it be approved as proposed. 374 

 375 

Q.  Please describe the reconnection Fee and the Company’s proposed change to it. 376 

A. The reconnection fee, as provided in the Other Billing Provision subsection of the Billing 377 

and Payment section of the GT&C, is applicable to certain, but not to all, reconnections 378 
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of electric service that the Company performs.   In particular, the Company charges a 379 

retail customer a reconnection fee prior to reconnecting electric service in the 380 

circumstance ―in which (a) the Company disconnects electric service to  a retail 381 

customer in accordance with the provision of 83 Illinois Administrative Code; (b) electric 382 

service to such retail customer is subsequently restored in an unauthorized manner; (c) 383 

the Company performs a second disconnection of electric service to the retail customer; 384 

and (d) such retail customer subsequently requests reconnection of electric service after 385 

meeting all other requirements for reconnection‖.36    386 

 387 

  This reconnection fee is developed in ComEd Ex 12.14.  The labor resource required for 388 

conducting such a reconnection is estimated to be 0.37 Energy Technician hour.  The 389 

direct hourly labor rate applicable to such an Energy Technician is $27.76.  This gives a 390 

direct labor cost of $10.27 (=0.37hr x $27.76 per hr) for such a reconnection.  The 391 

proposed reconnection cost of $37.75 is calculated by adding other costs such as 392 

expenses associated with conducting the test (e.g., travel, meals, material, etc.), 393 

department overhead, payroll tax, employee benefits, and other indirect labor costs and 394 

common indirect costs, etc., to the direct labor cost of $10.27.   395 

 396 

 The Company proposes to set the reconnection fee at cost (with rounding), i.e., $38.00.  397 

This means that it proposes to raise the reconnection fee from $36.00 to $38.00. 398 

 399 

I note that the same set of costing factors (such as department overhead costing factor 400 

of 49.78%, indirect labor costing factor of 46.8%, etc.) are used in the calculation of 401 

CATV power supply test cost as well as in the calculation of reconnection cost.  As with 402 

                                                           
36

 See the Other Billing Provisions subsection of the Billing and Payment section of GT&C. 
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the case of a CATV power supply test, I do not have issues with the calculation of 403 

reconnection cost given the underlying labor rate and costing factors (such department 404 

overhead costing factor of 49.78%, indirect labor costing factor of 46.8%, etc.).  405 

However, assessing the labor rate and costing factors is outside the scope of this 406 

testimony.    407 

 408 

Q. What is your recommendation for the proposed reconnection fee? 409 

A. I recommend that it be approved as proposed. 410 

 411 

Q. Do you have additional comments regarding other fees that are included in the 412 

Company’s General Terms &Conditions? 413 

A. Yes.  The Other Billing Provisions subsection of Billing and Payment section of GT&C 414 

contain three other fees: (i) duplicate copy fee, (ii) interval data fee, and (iii) invalid 415 

payment fee.   416 

 417 

 The duplicate copy fee is applicable to a retail customer for each duplicate copy (of bill 418 

or other information about such customer) that the customer requests and receives.  The 419 

Company may elect to provide the requested duplicate copy of information by U.S. mail, 420 

by e-mail or by fax.  Note that the duplicate copy fee does not apply to a duplicate copy 421 

―sent by regular United States mail in accordance with the provisions of 83 Illinois 422 

Administrative Code.‖37   423 

 424 

 The interval data fee is applicable to a retail customer that requests, and receives, the 425 

thirty (30) minute interval data.     426 
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 See the Other Billing Provisions subsection of the Billing and Payment section of the GT&C. 
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 427 

 The invalid payment fee is applicable to a retail customer when the customer‘s payment 428 

to the Company is not honored (e.g., returned checks). 429 

 430 

 The Company calculated the charges for the three fees in this proceeding (ComEd Ex. 431 

12.11, ComEd Ex. 12.12, and ComEd Ex. 12.13).  The charges calculated are identical 432 

to those corresponding charges under current tariffs.  In other words, the Company 433 

proposes to maintain the fees for duplicate copy, interval data and invalid payment at 434 

$6.00, $22.00 and $15.00, respectively. (ILL C.C. No. 4, 1st Revised Sheet No. 573 and 435 

No. 574) 436 

 437 

Q. What is your recommendation for each of these fees? 438 

A. These fees are calculated in the same manner as in ComEd‘s previous rate case, 439 

Docket No. 05-0597.  Therefore, I recommend that each of these fees be approved.  440 

 441 

Q.  Does this conclude your direct testimony? 442 

A. Yes. 443 


